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Unit Reading 

Platform
Grammar 

Corner
Listening 
Platform

Writing 
Platform

Speaking 
Platform

Elective Module 
Corner

   Across the  
Curriculum

1.	 What’s	in	
fashion?

Reading a newspaper 
article 
(p.2)

Comparative and 
superlative adjectives 
(p.7)

Fashion tips 
(p.10)

Writing an email 
(p.14)

Giving and responding 
to compliments, 
shopping (p.17)

Poems & Songs: 
rhyming scheme and 
alliteration (p.20)

Liberal Studies: 
Globalization 
(p.24)

2.	 Let’s	hop	on! Reading an article 
(p.26)

Adverbs of manner 
and degree 
(p.31)

A survey on transport 
(p.34)

Writing a newsletter 
article 
(p.38)

Making and resolving 
complaints 
(p.41)

Short Stories: 
perspectives, morals 
and endings 
(p.44)

Tourism and 
Hospitality Studies 
(p.48)

3.	 Stop!	It’s	
illegal!

Reading magazine 
articles 
(p.50)

Reflexive pronouns 
(p.55)

Opinions on piracy 
(p.58)

Writing a magazine 
article 
(p.62)

Giving presentations 
(p.65)

Poems & Songs: 
parallel patterns, 
acrostic poems and 
lyrics (p.68)

Ethics and Religious 
Studies 
(p.72)

4.	 Box	office	hits Reading a film review 
(p.74)

Past continuous 
tense 
(p.79)

Weekend 
arrangements 
(p.82)

Writing a film review 
(p.86)

Talking about films 
(p.89)

Popular Culture: 
advertisements 
(p.92)

Media and 
Communication 
(p.96)

5.	 Journey	to	the	
future

Reading a magazine 
article 
(p.98)

First conditionals 
(p.103)

Board decoration 
(p.121)

Writing a letter of 
invitation 
(p.110)

Supporting opinions 
with reasons 
(p.113)

Sports 
communication: sports 
vocabulary (p.116)

Technology 
Education 
(p.120)

6.	 Latest	
technology

Reading a speech 
script 
(p.122)

Relative clauses 
(p.127)

Arguments about 
cloning 
(p.130)

Writing a speech 
(p.134)

Expressing agreement, 
disagreement and 
partial agreement 
(p.137)

Drama: drama 
vocabulary 
(p.140)

Science 
(p.144)

7.	Who	are	they? Reading a fact sheet 
(p.146)

Used to + verb and 
be / get used to + 
-ing 
(p.151)

Radio interview on 
pop stars 
(p.154

Writing a fact sheet 
(p.158)

Expressing and 
responding to 
apologies, giving and 
responding to thanks 
(p.161)

Social Issues: 
headlines, causes and 
consequences, and 
solutions 
(p.164)

History 
(p.168)

8.	 Save	our	
planet!

Reading an essay 
(p.170)

Present perfect tense 
(p.175)

A discussion about 
an exhibition 
(p.178)

Writing a one-sided 
argumentative essay 
(p.182)

Telephoning 
(p.185)

Workplace 
communication: 
business calls, business 
letters, and letter of 
complaint (p.188)

Geography 
(p.192)


